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Abstract: The paper explores the industrial tourism development potential of a former mining area in
Petrila, Jiu Valley, Romania, drastically affected by deindustrialization, in order to build a theme park
in the old mine site. The research context is determined by the current economic and social state of the
area, and also by the potential of the identified industrial heritage elements. For this reason, there was
developed an optimal selection algorithm, based on multi-criteria analysis and Greedy approach.
This optimal selection algorithm blends the objectivity of the technical-economic studies and the
subjectivity of the residents’ perceptions of community satisfaction. After carrying out the Petrila case
study, the results of the proposed algorithm application concerning the destination, from the point
of view of their use, of each existing building in the Petrila site was determined. Compared with
other studies, ours considers different criteria and can always be reapplied to validate or refine the
selection based on new emerging inputs.

Keywords: creative industrial tourism; post-mining; residents; community; theme park; greedy;
multi-criteria

1. Introduction

The paper explores the industrial heritage tourism (IHT) development potential of a former mining
area in the Jiu Valley, Romania, drastically affected socially and economically by deindustrialization,
in order to build a theme park in the old mine site. This park gives the opportunity to maintain and
generate new creative events, adding to the already existing ones.

The research context is determined by the current economic and social state regarding the
above-mentioned area, and also by the potential of the identified industrial heritage elements included
in the Heritage List, completed by the initiation of several projects for social, cultural and educational
events in the context of IHT.

The research perspective is to valorize the industrial heritage through tourism. Previous studies
covered different areas and topics, including mines. Former mining enclosures that include underground
and/or surface sites give tourists genuine and novel experiences. In addition, by highlighting the
value of the local industrial past, it may also enhance residents’ identity self-awareness and encourage
integration in an increasingly globalized world [1].
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For the studied area (Jiu Valley), generally, tourism is considered in the analysis of an alternative
scenario of economic development due to the potential multiplied impact in its own sector and for
the rest of the activity sectors in the region, but specifically, the potential of IHT development is
not taken into consideration yet. In 2007, Jiu Valley was included in a Platform for Coal Regions in
Transition and studies were developed to replace the current mono-industrial profile based on coal
and energy, following the principles imposed by the concept of “fair transition” that will benefit the
whole community by involving all stakeholders. Unfortunately, all remained as studies which were
never implemented.

Previous studies [2] show that community-based tourism (CBT) plays an important role in
poverty eradication by revitalization of areas affected by mono-industrial exploitation. For this,
the positive and negative effects must be evaluated. Positive or negative perception of the locals is
essential in CBT, as they can support or obstruct the development of tourism [3]. The evolution of the
perception of the locals has been studied at different levels [4–6]. CBT was chosen to be explored as a
possible solution in the future, due to the potential contribution of the community related traditions,
through traditional handmade products, former employees used for storytelling, traditional culinary
recipes, traditional cultural events, traditional products workshops.

The present research is in the pre-development phase of CBT, in which the residents are
considered key stakeholders. In fact, we are talking about the pre-development phase of CBT
based on industrial heritage.

Ref. [7] says that the success of industrial tourism development depends on the consideration
of the resources like buildings, landscapes and people and in [1] it is said that each IHT project has
complex attributes (social, economic, environmental, historical, religious, emotional). There is a need to
find a way to make the most of the industrial heritage, taking into account the perceptions of the locals.
The materialization will be the design of the structural elements of the theme park (buildings) with the
most suitable optimal destinations according to predefined criteria. For this we propose an optimal
algorithm for selection of destinations in the context of industrial heritage for tourism development.

The algorithm for obtaining the optimal solution blends objectivity with subjectivity—the
objectivity of the technical-economic studies and the subjectivity given by the residents’ perceptions
of community satisfaction. Following the study of the specialized literature on the key attributes of
the IHT and the results of the preliminary studies, the input elements (resulting from the technical,
economic and social study) of the algorithm were identified.

We carry out a case study in Petrila, Jiu Valley (Romania) to assess the results of the proposed
algorithm application. In further research, proposals to design a theme park based on the best suited
destinations generated by the algorithm for each building will be made.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents a literature review, Section 3 the
materials and methods used, including a study area map, a process diagram and the proposed
optimal algorithm; Section 4 describes, in a case study, the results of applying the algorithm for
valorization of the Petrila’s industrial heritage. The results of two preliminary studies, one concerning
the technical solutions needed for rehabilitation of the buildings and the other concerning the residents’
attitude towards tourism development will be presented also. Section 5 provides the main results,
Section 6 discussions and Section 7 conclusions, limitations and further enhancements.

2. Literature Review

The previous approaches to industrial tourism and interpretations of the type “industry as a
tourist attraction” confirm that industrial tourism is proving to be an appealing constantly evolving
topic ready to be further explored and enriched.

While some approaches use the term of “tourism as an industry”, others use terms that are
more or less equal to industrial tourism, as follows: “factory tourism” [8], “agricultural tourism” [9],
“farm stays” [10], “work displays” [11], “workplaces” [12], “factory tourism” [13], “wine tourism” [14]
or “sideline tourism” [15]. While in [16] the concept of industrial tourism is defined as the process
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of presenting “contemporary manufacturing processes”, in [17] industrial tourism is described as
representing “visits by consumers to the site of a production facility and can include educational tours
of the facility and tasting of the product that is produced”. Contrary to [16], in [18] industrial tourism
is defined as “tourist visits to operational sites where the core activity is not tourism oriented” and
states that industrial tourism covers all firms opening their gates for industrial tourists. According to
the point of view of [19], industrial tourism represents “visits to sites that allow visitors to learn about
the economic activities of the past, present and future”, offering a broader definition of the concept.

As a summary, we can say that industrial tourism represents the visit of sites that allow visitors
to learn about past activities, to observe the present and to project the future so that tourists who
choose to visit a site, operational or post-exploitation, may be interested, not only in the economic
activities of the firm’s past, but also in other types of activities carried out over time, perhaps wanting
to understand its evolution so far, based on these elements trying to make a projection in the future.
This way, the tourist is faced with the opportunity to discover its creative potential based on observing
and learning the past and present of the industrial site.

Industrial tourism is generally considered a form of cultural heritage tourism, focused on
historical sites, being already addressed in previous research [20–23], but IHT constitutes a distinct
under-researched subset of it, focused on the development of activities and tourist industries on sites,
buildings and landscapes created by man in the industrial processes of previous periods. The word
“inheritance” has been used to denote a large number of phenomena of different types, such as cultural,
artistic, archaeological, historical, religious, military, natural and picturesque [23]. With regard to
those mentioned, the interest has always been subjective, favoring and protecting some relics and
ignoring others. Castles, churches and cathedrals, museums and other buildings, associated with a
historical period, have received attention and recognition, while most other vestiges, generally related
to productive activities considered responsible for environmental degradation and landscape damage,
have been neglected.

The development of IHT was triggered by the recognition of the technological structures as
monuments of the past epoch and by the appreciation of their cultural and artistic value. Increasing the
importance of industrial tourism has had a positive impact on regional development and an influence
on economic growth mitigating the effects of industrial restructuring on labor markets by creating new
positions in the services sector. The use of industrial heritage resources for tourism is advantageous
for economic development, both locally and nationally. IHT is often cited as a means by which
urban areas can offset the effects of economic restructuring [24,25] and increase the tourism profile
of cities and regions [26]. The shift of the industrial landscapes from the production centers to the
places of consumption can involve many cultural changes in the local communities that choose the
IHT development.

Industrial heritage was defined as “the development of visitor activities and industries on sites built
by people, buildings and landscapes that have arisen as a result of industrial processes from previous
periods” [27]. Ref. [28] refers to old, abandoned factories and mines using the terms “post-industrial”
landscapes. Over time, important industrial relics from the cities that have faced deindustrialization
have gradually come to be regarded as sites of industrial heritage and in many countries, they are
preserved and transformed into valuable assets for regeneration [29]. So, the industrial heritage
becomes increasingly a resource for building new social identities and developing IHT [30].

Abandoned industrial sites are reflections of the economy and society of ancient times, and the
landscapes of nostalgia [31], so called because these sites provided jobs for thousands of people and
contributed to economic growth in the industrial period [32]. Nowadays, these are sources for the
memories of the past, of the industry and community built around factories and mines. Exploring the
site can provide an opportunity to find out about the past by preserving the memories, by transforming
the abandoned buildings into visitor centers, it can provide jobs, it can help revitalize and develop the
community by generating income. By reopening and transforming the sites into tourist objectives,
a tourist component can be added to the post-industrial landscape and those who once worked in
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factories or lived in the adjacent communities can become tour guides by actually doing tours of
former homes and jobs. However, in many cases, these areas are contested landscapes, where either
working and living conditions could have been quite harsh or the factory or mine were responsible
for significant environmental damage. If the site is revived as a tourist attraction, the difficulty arises
when deciding which buildings to keep, what destination to set for each preserved building and what
stories to tell about the past.

Industrial tourism is generally considered to be a form of tourism based on industrial facilities
and their associated spaces, comprising not only the vestiges of former companies or the structures
of those still operating, but also other elements typical of the industrial era, such as workers’
settlements, with specific houses that reflect the lifestyle of the workers and which are now
being studied and visited. The idea of visiting active or non-active companies has been around
since the 17th century when the British nobility began to travel on the European continent [33],
and examples of organized forms of early industrial tourism have been found in the Netherlands
since the 19th century (flower markets, cheese factories), France (vineyards, chocolate factories,
tobacco factories, stock exchanges), Greece and Malta (lace weavers) [18] as well as in the United States
(chocolate factories, distilleries) [11].

Britain was the first country in Europe to face the industrial decline, which resulted in many
abandoned factories that were initially visited only by industrial archaeologists, but in the 1980s some
regions became aware of their potential industrial heritage [24,34] and there was noticed [35] a true
euphoria regarding the industrial heritage with 145 million visitors in 2666 attractions. Since then,
other European regions—such as Ruhr area in Germany—have discovered IHT as an interesting
element of their economic restructuring policies.

In 1988, the British Tourism Authority initiated the “See industry at work” [35] campaign, which is
considered to be one of the first initiatives to promote the visiting of active companies. The campaign
inspired other countries, regions and cities to take similar initiatives. In the 1990s, Rotterdam
(Netherlands) developed an industrial tourism circuit. In 2000, the York area from Pennsylvania (USA)
launched the “Factory Tour Capital of the World” brand. A year later, in 2001, the French region
Pays from the Loire Valley established an organization called “Visit our companies” with the aim of
improving the industrial tourism offer. In 2005, a center for the promotion of industrial tourism was
set up in Shanghai, while the Italian city Turin launched the program “Made in Turin: The Tour of
Excellence”. In 2006, the city of Anger in the Pays region of the Loire Valley hosted the first conference
on the theme of “Company Visit”, paying attention to industrial tourism opportunities for companies,
regardless of the area in which they were located, both in rural areas and in metropolitan regions.
Other examples of regions and cities with industrial tourism programs are: Amsterdam (Netherlands),
Nagoya (Japan), the Alps of the Rhone (France) and Western Australia. Two examples are Dąbrowa
Górnicza in Poland where post-industrial facilities have been transformed into a complex of leisure
facilities with lakes, the so-called “Mazurian lakes of Silesia” with underground tracks in the Guido
mine in Zabrze or the Historical Silver Mine in Tarnowskie Góry and Sawahlunto in Indonesia where
natural beauty, mining heritage sites, museums and architectural features are the most appreciated
resources by visitors [36].

Thus, the present research is addressed towards the general context of the increasing interest
in IHT [37–40] to which the authors of [41] add landmarks regarding the motivation to experience
the past and present periods at a tourist destination [42–44] and aspects regarding the authenticity of
tourism destinations in relation to the management of heritage tourism [45–47].

3. Materials and Methods

3.1. Study Area

Today’s society requires the promotion of economic activities to integrate environmental and
social concerns, in order to produce genuine and sustainable development over time. Such concepts
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must be at the base of the sustained development of Romania and form the framework of the necessary
changes. Romania’s mining industry has experienced a serious decline in recent years, going through
a major restructuring process. The World Bank has supported the Government of Romania both
financially and through technical expertise activities aimed at mine closures, precisely in an attempt to
alleviate serious environmental and social problems related to these closures.

The history of the Jiu Valley (Table 1) is certainly linked to the discovery and exploitation of the
coal deposits. The extensive industrialization process of the second half of the communist period has
led to significant flows of migration to the mining cities of the Jiu Valley, with an obvious impact on
the population growth, reaching 167,456 inhabitants in 1992 according to the records of the Hunedoara
County Statistics Department. The massive restructuring followed by the mine closure negatively
affected both the number of inhabitants and the number of employees in the extractive industry
(the number of employees was reduced from 60,679 registered in 1989 to only 3767 in 2017). The city of
Petrila, with 24,417 inhabitants, is located in the eastern part of the depression, along the eastern Jiu.

Table 1. Table of history for Jiu Valley extractive industry.

1855 The first geological explorations in Jiu Valley

1859 Petrila is officially the first mining perimeter in the Jiu Valley and the deepest coal mine in Europe

The extensive industrialization process of the second half of the communist period has led to
significant flows of migration to the mining cities of the Jiu Valley, with an obvious impact on the

population growth

1989 60,679 employees in the extractive industry

The massive restructuring followed by the mine closure; negatively affected both the number of
inhabitants and the number of employees in the extractive industry

2017 3767 employees in the extractive industry

2030

Scenarios

I. inaction scenario
III. development of the primary, secondary
and tertiary sectors in the period 2020–2030II. modernization of one of the mines and the

gradual closure of four others by 2030

Currently closed, the Petrila Mining Exploitation has been in operation since 1859, being the
oldest mine in the Jiu Valley (about 160 years). As a result of the former coal exploitation, there are tens
of hectares deserted or occupied by old buildings, prepared for demolition and disused machinery.
According to the authors of [48], the adaptive reuse of industrial buildings is considered an “important
recycling tool that is intended to protect and restore important buildings from the point of historical
views that have a solid structure”.

Like all cities in the Jiu Valley and, in fact, all post-industrial cities, Petrila is looking for a formula
for rebirth. A suitable strategy to take into account is the restoration of the industrial heritage from
the perimeter of the former Petrila Mining Assembly, the conversion into a touristic objective and its
inclusion in a touristic circuit along with other natural and anthropic attractions from the area. Due to the
passion and sustained work of the recently established organization Planet Petrila, important perimeter
objectives such as: Mechanical Workshops (1879), Compressor building (1879), Thermal power
station with chimney (1912), Deak shaft (1868), Shaft with Skip (1987), Shaft Center—Tower and
Hall (1938), Old Preparation—with the Coal Laundry (1931), were included in the National Heritage
Lists. These perimeter objectives witnessed several creative events, like the “Petrila Planet” movie,
Robotics Valley exhibition, underground electronic music concerts and folk concerts. The present
research contributes to the premises and the framework for conducting such creative cultural events.

Some possible scenarios of economic development for the Jiu Valley [49] have been presented based
on data and estimates of the economic impact, analyzing two scenarios that involve, on the one hand,
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the complete abandonment of the mining operations, and on the other hand, the continuation, on a
smaller scale of this activity together with other three alternative scenarios of economic development.

The first is an inaction scenario and assumes that no action is being taken to compensate for job
losses, so that the negative economic and social impact is estimated to be close to 1 billion Euro and the
loss of 6528 jobs. There is a strong interdependence between the energy sector and other economic
sectors, the most affected, as number of jobs lost, being the manufacturing industry (893), the service
sector (368), but also the extractive industry (292).

A second scenario involves the modernization of one of the mines and the gradual closure
of four others by 2030. In this case the negative economic and social impact is estimated to be of
almost 0.5 billion Euro and the loss of 3252 jobs in the total economy, of which the majority are in the
manufacturing industry (448), construction (73) and professional and administrative services (204).

The other three scenarios of economic development present alternatives for the development of
the primary, secondary and tertiary sectors in the period 2020–2030, on different types of activities that
are under-utilized in the Jiu Valley.

Thus, identifying key areas that can be harnessed to increase the involvement of the inhabitants
can help a fair post-carbon transition.

It is obvious that the closure of all the mines will generate significant negative economic and social
effects. Instead, the alternative activities offer opportunities directly generating over 2500 jobs and
support for a diversified economy, not only in terms of different economic branches, but also in terms
of created and sustained job types.

Completing the list with IHT, which is not yet exploited in this region, will increase the value of
the tertiary sector in this alternative scenario, opening new development opportunities.

In order to actually create an opportunity for social, economic and environmental improvement of
Petrila city and not to remain only a wishful project, the following aspects, or even concerns, must be
considered: the support from the local government (Hunedoara County Council) for the legal and
financial issues of the Petrila mine site; the actual implementation of partnerships between different
kinds of stakeholders, especially local business owners and local entrepreneurs, and also a stronger
private–public partnership that links the two above mentioned stakeholders. The valorization of IHT
in Petrila is carried out on certain evidence and several preliminary studies that lead to solutions,
namely Petrila Theme Park, based on a proposed optimal algorithm, as seen in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Study area map.

Aspects such as the restoration potential of buildings from the technical point of view, considering also
the costs and the duration of the intervention, as well as the perceptions of the locals regarding the
development of IHT, will be presented in the following parts being considered as preliminary studies.
The results of these preliminary studies were important for outlining the premises for design and
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implementation of an algorithm for optimal selection of the destinations of the buildings. Figure 2 presents
a simplified diagram for the involved processes that are further detailed in the paper sections.
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Figure 2. Process diagram.

The process diagram is developed on the three specific stages: Check, Evaluate, Deploy. Thus,
in the Check stage, the data collection is made through the study of the scientific literature, the study
of the research area and the data processing through the technical-economic study made in the site of
the old Petrila mine. In the Evaluate stage, the data collection continues by studying the attitude of the
residents from the studied area regarding the development of local tourism and the data processing
is completed with the determination of the IHT impact on the community based on the previously
collected data. The Deploy stage completes the data processing through the algorithm of optimal
selection of tourist destinations for the existing buildings in the Petrila area, which leads to the analysis
and interpretation of data for the development of the Petrila Theme Park.

3.2. Optimal Algorithm

The approach is based on an optimal algorithm (see Figure 3), specifically Greedy, that at each
step chooses the most suitable piece of the solution based on one or more criteria (multicriteria
decision analysis).
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The algorithm from Figure 1 works for a known number of buildings (n) for which a destination
is chosen from the m ones available based on a binary matrix of possible correspondences between
buildings and destinations (CD matrix of size (n × m)).

The choice of destination for each building takes into account a series of criteria coded in the UG
matrix and in the Coef and Crit vectors, as described below:

The UG matrix has a number of lines equal to the sum of the elements from the CD matrix,
namely the total number of Building-Destination correspondences. The first two columns contain
all these building-destination possible pairs, in the form of building number—destination number.
The following columns contain numerical values specific to all the nCrit dedicated selection criteria.
To this is added a last column in which the global utility in the context of the considered criteria is
calculated using the multicriteria selection analysis method. The two additional vectors are used to
calculate these values. Thus, the Coef vector contains the nCrit coefficients of importance related to the
considered criteria. The Crit vector is a binary vector in which a minimum criterion was encoded by 0
and a maximum criterion by 1.

After calculating the last column of the UG matrix, a CD_UG matrix was constructed, similar to
the CD matrix, except that instead of the values of 1 in the CD, in CD_UG we have the calculated global
utilities values. With the global utilities for each of the possible destinations for a building, we can
select, using a Greedy approach for each building, the destination that has the maximum global utility.

Thus, we will form a solution matrix P with a number of lines equal to the number of buildings
and at least two columns. The first column contains the index of the destination that has the maximum
overall utility, the second column contains the value of the maximum global utility. The extra columns
are flags for the imposed constraints, if any. If there are any constraints imposed, the solution has to be
validated against these constraints. If the solution does not meet them, the algorithm is resumed until
the suited solution is obtained.

Given the optimal algorithm quality of both the Greedy algorithm and the multicriteria selection
methods, the algorithm presented above will lead to the optimal solution for the problem and has
complexity of the order n × (n − 1), where n is equal to the number of buildings. The variables for the
algorithm are presented in Table 2.

Table 2. Variables for the proposed algorithm.

Name Data Type Dimension Description

n Integer/Input Scalar Number of buildings
m Integer/Input Scalar Number of possible destinations for the buildings

CD Integer (bool)/Input n × m Matrix of correspondences between buildings and destinations
UG Real/Input and Computed nUG × (3 + nCrit) Matrix of multicriteria selection

nUG Integer/Computed Scalar Number of lines in UG
CD_UG Real/Computed n × m Support matrix

Coef Real/Input nCrit Importance coefficients for each criterium
Crit Integer (bool)/Input nCrit Criterium type

nCrit Integer/Input Scalar Number of criteria
nCon Integer/Input Scalar Number of constraints for solution

P Real/Output n × (2 + nCon) Solution matrix

3.3. Objective of the Algorithm

The objective is to determine the optimal allocation of possible destinations for existing buildings
within a post-industrial site taking into account any criteria considered relevant for the transition to
IHT development, as well as a number of location-related constraints.

First n existing buildings and m possible destinations for them are identified. The coding of
correspondences between buildings and destinations is done binary in the CD matrix, the matrix of
(n × m) dimension (0 = in building i cannot be destination j; 1 = in building i can be destination j).
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The matrix UG for applying the multicriteria selection is constructed from the CD matrix as follows:

UG(ii, 1) = i
UG(ii, 2) = j

}
if CD(i, j) = 1 (1)

The quantifications resulting from the specialized studies for the chosen nCrit criteria are completed
in the following columns from the UG matrix:

UG(ii,2 + jj) = value for the jj criterion

In the last column of the UG matrix, the value related to the multicriteria selection is calculated:

UG(ii,3 + nCrit) = value of the computed acquired utility

For each building i from 1 to n we compute:

maxi = max
k∈{UG(k,1)=i}

UG(k, 2 + y) (2)

mini = min
k∈{UG(k,1)=i}

UG(k, 2 + y) (3)

ne fi = Crit(y) ∗ min
k∈{UG(k,1)=i}

UG(k, 2 + y) + (1−Crit(y)) ∗ max
k∈{UG(k,1)=i}

UG(k, 2 + y) (4)

where: y = criterion number (from 1 to nCrit).

UG(x, 3 + nCrit)

=
nCrit∑
y=1

Coe f (y)

∗


∣∣∣UG(x,2+y)−ne fUG(x,1)

∣∣∣
maxUG(x,1)−minUG(x,1)

, i f maxUG(x,1) , minUG(x,1)

1, i f maxUG(x,1) = minUG(x,1)

(5)

computed for x from 1 to nUG.
The importance coefficients for each criterion are established in the Coef matrix and the type of

each criterion (0 = minimum; 1 = maximum) in the Crit matrix. Both have a number of nCrit elements.
Thus, the UG matrix will have (3 + nCrit) columns and nUG lines:

nUG =
n∑

i=1

m∑
j=1

CD(i, j) (6)

Then, it is completed a support matrix CD_UG for the application of the optimal selection Greedy
algorithm. This is a matrix similar to CD, having instead of 1 s, the computed acquired utility
corresponding to destination j for the building i:

CD_UG(UG(ii,1),UG(ii,2)) = UG(ii,3 + nCrit) (7)

computed for ii from 1 to nUG. The remaining of CD_UG is filled with 0 s. The solution built in the
solution matrix P is the following:

P(i, 1) = index

max
j=1,m

CDUG(i, j)

 − destination (8)

P(i, 2) = max
j=1,m

CD_UG(i, j) – computed acquired utility (9)
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3.4. Constraints

If there are constraints on the solution, they are coded in one or more additional columns, nCon,
in the P matrix to be used in the solution validation step.

Thus, if, for example, the unique choice of each destination is required, the constraint will be
coded in the third column of the P matrix by a scaling factor related to the single choice.

P(i, 3) = 1 + 9 ∗ int

 1∑m
j=1 CD(i, j)

 – uniqueness (10)

3.5. Solution Approach

In Figure 4 is presented the methodological framework for the optimal selection of destinations
for a number of buildings from a post-industrial site.
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3.5.1. Initialization

The perimeter under study is identified. Within the perimeter, the existing viable buildings are
catalogued and evaluated. Based on the specialized studies, the selection criteria are established,
the possible destinations and the quantification corresponding to each criterion for the pairs (building,
destination) is performed.

For example, in a technical-economic study, the evaluation criteria of the buildings are established,
resulting in the possible destinations and the quantification related to the criteria. Moreover, if we refer
to the involvement of the community, it is necessary to carry out a sociological study based on which
the sociological criteria of the type of positive/negative effects of the development of tourism in the
analyzed area are established.
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3.5.2. Evaluation Process

The data evaluation process in order to obtain a solution contains two stages of optimization.
In the first stage, a processing of the resulting data is performed for the considered criteria using a
multicriteria decision method (Figure 5). In the second stage, a choice of destinations is made using an
optimal Greedy approach based on the values resulting in the multicriteria decision stage. In this way,
an optimal choice of destinations is ensured taking into account all the established criteria, resulting in
a candidate solution (Figure 6).
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3.5.3. Validate Solution

The validation of the candidate solution is done based on the restrictions imposed by the analyzed
case, if any.

For example, an imposed restriction could be to test the uniqueness of the choice of destinations
(Figure 7). If we have repetitions of a destination, a Greedy approach is applied, choosing to keep in
solution the destination with the greatest importance in the selection and a new iteration is made to
choose a new candidate solution that takes into account the criteria and restrictions imposed.
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4. Valorization of the Petrila’s Post-Industrial Heritage

4.1. Preliminary Studies

4.1.1. Technical-Economic Study Regarding the Choice of Possible Destinations of the Buildings that
Will Be Part of the Theme Park

Contemporary society requires the promotion of economic activities to integrate environmental
and social concerns, in order to produce an authentic and sustainable development over time.
Romania’s mining industry has experienced a serious decline in the last years, going through a major
restructuring process. Mining, in particular, is an “anticlinal fold” with legacy of past development
decisions, the operation and abandonment of mines being, by their nature, irreversible operations.
Each phase of the mining process involves a certain degree of dislocation and disturbance of the land.
In the case of many sites, the damage is already existing, in which case the post-project (post-operative)
rehabilitation is necessary. These situations are expensive and often it is not known exactly where the
necessary funds will come from. The rehabilitation of the affected areas by the mining exploitation
must be done efficiently, in terms of cost and with a small budget. Time can become one of the tools
of the specialist, which in turn is because what the technology and the sustained care can do in a
few months, nature does in a few years, on several active sites. The legal and financial problem of
rehabilitation represents the climax of the rehabilitation projects.

The mining redevelopment of the affected surfaces by the mining industry must be regarded
as part of the mining activity and can be defined as the methodical modelling of the surfaces used
by the mining companies, taking into account the public interests. Through the redevelopment
works, the previous economic potentials of the region must be recreated, according to the existing
conditions. The mining industry implies a mutual relationship between nature and society, as well
as between economy, ecology and social life. In addition to extracting the useful mineral substance,
the mining industry is responsible for solving the complex problem of removing its negative effects on
the environment. Solving this problem requires the collaboration of specialists from different fields:
geology, geotechnics, mining, territorial planning, agronomy, forestry, sociology. Contemporary society
requires the promotion of economic activities to integrate environmental and social pursuits, in order
to produce authentic development that will become sustainable over time.

The first information regarding the presence of coal deposits in the Jiu Valley, more accurate in
the town of Petrila, dates back to 1855 when the first geological explorations (Figure 8) were also
made that revealed the existence of coal in the zone, as well as the first studies regarding its quality,
continuing with the first mining concession over an area of 135,349.2 m2 on the territory of this
locality in 1858; on 1 January 1859, Petrila was officially the first mining perimeter in the Jiu Valley.
The sedimentary Jiu Valley bituminous coal basin is part of the group of epi-structural, inter-mountains
basins in the Southern Carpathians, being located between the Retezat Mountains and the Sebes
Mountains to the North, Parang Mountains to the East and Vulcan Mountains to the South. As form,
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it is a triangular trough (Figure 6), with its peak situated to the west from Campu lui Neag village,
and the base consists of the alignment Rascoala—Petrila South. The surface of the coal basin is of
155.57 km2, with a length of 45 km, and a width that varies between 1.5 km to the west and 9 km to
the east [50].
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Morphologically speaking, it is a region of high hills (700–800 m), some terraces and alluvial plains.
The hills have unregular slopes, either fast, either not, either whole, either disturbed by strong alluvial
land. As a position, most of them are orientated NS, but also other orientations exist. The terraces
are spread, and can be identified only along the two main valleys of Eastern and Western Jiu rivers.
These terraces have small spreads and are sequenced on one or the other side of the valleys that
accompany them. Their surface is quite smooth. The alluvial plains are relatively the most spread,
especially along the two Jiu Rivers, being characterized by smooth or uneven surfaces. The main
hydrographic network of Petrosani geosyncline is made of the two rivers: Western Jiu, which crosses
the basin on its length from west to east, and Eastern Jiu, which crosses the geosyncline transversal
from north to south.

The Petrila mining perimeter located at the eastern boundary of the Petrosani post tectonic
depression, belongs to the northern flank and the axial part of the northern syncline fold from
the northeast of the basin. This fold is a syncline with a rounded branch, asymmetrical with the
inclined south—southeast axial plane. The northern flank has inclinations of 40–85◦, and the southern
flank slower, with inclinations of up to 10–30◦. The fractures, in their normal majority, of different
amplitudes, with openings pronounced by the separation of the homonymous layers along the slope
planes, that affect the Petrila perimeter, are predominantly transversal, with inclinations of 70–80◦ and
the amplitude of (20–150) m. They are accompanied by a system of secondary faults and numerous
cracks that have locally affected the deposit. These dislocations divided the Petrila mining perimeter
into six tectonic blocks, which in turn fragmented into lenses of different sizes [50].

The study of stratigraphic columns based on results of research drilling, mapping of horizontal
mining works (transversal, directional) and geo-mechanical studies related of mining fields from
Jiu Valley basin, have shown the existence of a wide variety of sedimentary rocks that have been
classified into five main and distinct categories: sandstones category, clays category, marls category,
marl-limestones category and microconglomerates category and the varieties of these types. Therefore,
in the geo-mechanical context, the rock massif—Jiu Valley sedimentary basin—is a stratified rock massif,
consisting of a succession of highly diversified layers of variable thickness (from centimetres to several
meters order), which sedimentological gives them a dense structure. Based on such findings, it can be
said with certainty that, in geo-mechanical terms, the rock massif is a rock massif of discontinuous
inhomogeneity [50].

As opening mining works, we specify: 7 vertical shaft from surface located in the deposit bottom,
three underground shaft blind wells through which the descent was made in depth. Vertical partitioning
was performed through by horizon works (transversal and directional galleries). The height of the
stage was 50 m, starting with the horizon +250, (block 0) and ending with the horizon -250 (block II)
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located in the axis of the syncline, where the depth from the surface is 895 m. The connection between
the horizons was ensured by underground shafts, vertical shafts, inclined shafts and inclined planes.
In 2015, when the Petrila mine was officially closed, the underground works were performed at a
depth of 940 m; at that time it was the deepest mine in Romania.

Chronologically, the history of coal mining at Petrila is presented in Figures 9 and 10.
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The extractive field has a major impact on the environment by the discharge of contaminated
water from the dumps, tailing dumps and plants for the preparation of useful mineral substances,
the instability of the lands that can lead to landslides, fails and subsidence, as well as the dynamics of
the affected land surfaces by mining activities. Therefore, an important stage in the elaboration and
implementation of a project of rehabilitation and reuse of these perimeters consists in the stability
analysis of the underground works and the constructions from the surface, respectively an analysis of
the overall stability of the site. As the production activity ceased at the end of 2015, the mine entered
the closure stage, in which the underground works were stabilized and the required works to protect
both the underground and the surface objectives were executed. The closure of the underground space
consisted mainly of embankment works, filling works and watertight insulation works of concrete
or masonry, resistant in time, respecting the shape and dimensions of the mining works profiles;
the technology for the execution of the concrete isolation dams has been adapted to the concrete
working conditions and location of the mining works. The closure of the mining works by filling was
performed if the distance between the surface and the underground mining works was less than 50 m
or if abandoning them could have affected the stability of the surface. In most cases, the filling of the
galleries, apart from the fact that it reduces the subsidence of the land, also presents the advantage of
the storage of non-toxic mining waste. For the filling, the hydraulic or pneumatic filling was applied,
depending on the conditions or with dry filling, the latter reducing the closure costs.
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Figure 10. History of the development of coal mining to Petrila mine and the corresponding mining
works performed.

Where, following the studies and observations made, the existence of cracks in the outline of the
works and/or in the surrounding rock was found, in order to prevent an uncontrolled migration of water
(or even gases) to the isolated space, consolidation and sealing works of the supports and surrounding
rocks have been carried out, by injecting under a certain pressure of substances that have the capacity
to penetrate in the cracks and reinforce them, forming a consolidated rocks shield with superior
mechanical strength. Since the mine has been classified as a fiery mine, after the mine closure, it is
compulsory to monitor any potential leakage or spontaneous occurrences of gases, especially methane.
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The monitoring is done through a firedamp detector station by staff trained and certified by INSEMEX
Petroşani. The mine water was planned to be collected in the micro station basin of pumps from the
transversal gallery at the level of the horizon where the process of depositing solid suspensions takes
place and from there the water is discharged to the surface in the basin of the compressor station.
As the technological process in the underground has ceased, there is no possibility of pollution of
groundwater. In the mine water evacuation route, no closed mining works were identified that could
be flooded. The closure of the vertical mining works (shafts, inclined shafts, ventilation channels),
was accomplished by filling them with backfill material from the waste dumps class 4B. In the case of
shafts with access to the surface, the last 50 m (the upper part of the shaft—towards the shaft collar)
were filled with 4A class material, which does not present a tendency to form vaults, consisting of
non-corrosive, running ground, brittle, insoluble materials in water, with particle size below 100 mm.
The shafts and all vertical mining works were backfilled to the surface or to the proposed site for fixing
the cement plug. After the completion of the filling works of the shafts, they were monitored to follow
the settlement of the filling column, in order to ensure the stability of the vertical mining works in
particular, and the general stability of the site in general. After the closing works were carried out,
the used equipment was recovered and transported to the surface, following a precise order, to avoid
their deterioration and to prevent accidents. From the information made available by the personnel
currently serving the monitoring works of the underground mining works stability, the conclusion
is that these works are stable and there is no danger of affecting the stability of the surface area,
respectively of the constructions located in the perimeter that is the study object of this paper.

The constructions located on the surface were designed in such a way so that they dispose of a high
load-bearing capacity throughout the mine’s exploitation period, but also after its depletion. From this
point of view, we considered that these industrial structures may have potential for exploitation in
the future. In addition to the economic potential of reuse of these constructions, some of them also
have a patrimonial value, being included in the industrial patrimony. Starting from the problem
approached in this study, we present briefly the existing situation in this moment at Petrila mine,
the future destination of each construction and the required works to be performed for the proposed
aim; the site is expending on a surface of approximately 13 ha (see Figure 11 and Table 3).
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Table 3. Existing and proposed constructions for rehabilitation with potential for future exploitation.

Existing Buildings Symbol Destination Symbol Required Works Outgoing (Euro) Area (m2) Unit Costs (Euro/m2) Time (Days)

Dispensary B1

Exhibition/presentation space D1
consolidation 21,000 51 411.76 5

redevelopment 60,000 210 285.71 20

Cafeteria D2
consolidation 21,000 51 411.76 5

redevelopment 75,000 210 357.14 30

Shop D3
consolidation 21,000 51 411.76 5

redevelopment 55,000 210 261.9 12

Main building (current
administrative space) B2

Entertainment space D4
consolidation 85,000 180 472.22 10

redevelopment 510,000 2000 255 48

Shop/store D3
consolidation 85,000 180 472.22 10

redevelopment 770,000 2000 385 28

Restaurant D5
consolidation 85,000 180 472.22 10

redevelopment 874,000 2000 437 25

Cinema D6
consolidation 85,000 180 472.22 10

redevelopment 850,000 2000 425 23

Museum D7
consolidation 45,000 180 250 10

redevelopment 650,000 2000 325 26

Building near the
school mine B3

Conference room D8
consolidation 20,000 105 190.48 9

redevelopment 65,000 600 108.33 14

Education space D9
consolidation 20,000 105 190.48 9

redevelopment 75,000 600 125 14
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Table 3. Cont.

Existing Buildings Symbol Destination Symbol Required Works Outgoing (Euro) Area (m2) Unit Costs (Euro/m2) Time (Days)

School Mine B4
Mine museum D10 redevelopment 42,000 450 93.33 7

Education space D9 redevelopment 44,000 450 97.78 7

Mechanical workshop B5

Mechanical workshop museum D11
consolidation 39,000 560 69.64 8

redevelopment 90,000 1400 64.29 12

Education space D9
consolidation 39,000 560 69.64 8

redevelopment 110,000 1400 78.57 15

Shaft with Skip B6 Shaft with Skip museum D12
consolidation 160,000 157 1019.11 25

redevelopment 1,500,000 785 1910.83 80

Center shaft with tower B7

Centre Shaft museum D13
consolidation 190,000 157 1210.2 30

redevelopment 2,200,000 785 2802.55 90

Centre Shaft museum + restaurant D14
consolidation 190,000 157 1210.2 30

redevelopment 2,600,000 785 3312.12 105

Centre Shaft museum + education space D15
consolidation 190,000 157 1210.2 30

redevelopment 2,750,000 785 3503.19 110
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The shafts and extraction equipment are characterized by a long period of continuous operation,
being the first works that are performed at the opening, and consequently, the last works that are
abandoned at the closing of mine. With component parts located over long distances on independent
foundations, extraction equipment may suffer deformation due to mechanical stress or movements of
the ground. The foundations of the tower are of monolithic concrete, and the fixing of the tower and
the counter-excavation was made by metal screws for the foundation. The counter-excavation of the
tower is a sloping metal construction, which at the top is linked to the tower, and at the bottom it is
supported by the legs on two independent concrete foundations.

The shafts were included in the closure program, therefore, the stabilization and refilling works
were carried out, so that the costs related to the closure are not included in the consolidation one. Here,
the consolidation and rehabilitation include the works that will be carried out on the surface, on the
height of 50 m (works of concrete and redevelopment of the interior space).

The part of buildings involves the consolidation works of the foundations and the external surfaces,
respectively, the redevelopment works of the interior space for the purpose in which they are foreseen
by the project of social and economic development of the site. For all constructions, maintenance work
will be carried out over the entire period of future exploitation of the site.

4.1.2. Residents’ Attitude towards IHT Development

The purpose of the study is to determine the attitude of the locals regarding the development
of industrial tourism in the Petrila area, having as outputs the answers to the following research
questions: (1) do the inhabitants want the IHT development? (2) what would be the economic, social and
environmental effects from the perspective of the inhabitants related to the IHT development? (3) what is
the opinion of the locals regarding the choice of destinations for the identified buildings?

The study [51], caried out on the case of Las Medulas gold mines from Spain, analyzes the support
of the inhabitants and the impact they perceive, in order to have an active implication of the locals,
who otherwise could hinder the comprehensive planning of tourism. The active involvement of
the community would generate the so-called “resident responsive tourism” that, when implemented
successfully, may in turn have a favorable influence on the attitude of that community [52]. This reasoning
explains the particular relevance of the attitudes of the locals towards the tourist activity, considered [53]
to be the main factor when predicting the choice of the destination of the visitor [54], the main objective
in the development of tourism is to maximize the positive effects on the host community, while reducing
the negative ones [55]. Ref. [56], as the perception and attitude of the local population towards the
development of tourism plays a key role in shaping urban revitalization [57].

The main reason this topic is analyzed with interest is that the perception and attitude of an area
inhabitants towards the IHT development can be constituted as part of the strategy of development of
tourism projects taking into account the CBT development. For tourism activity in an area to become
prosperous, its negative effects need to be minimized, so that the development of tourism-specific
activities will be perceived favorably by the local population in the host community. Ref. [58] noticed
that in many less developed regions of the world, the locals’ opposition to tourism development is
likely to increase due to poor management of unforeseen effects of tourism development, which would
lead to loss of potential economic benefits.

In developing and engaging with CBT, the goal is to achieve results that will lead to a balance
between benefits and costs for both residents and tourism stakeholders. Thus, the inhabitants evaluate
tourism in terms of social exchange [59–62], that is, they evaluate it in terms of benefits or expected
costs obtained in exchange for the services provided.

In order to reach the research purpose, namely, to determine the attitude of the locals regarding the
development of industrial tourism in the Petrila area in Jiu Valley the model proposed in [63] and taken
up in [64] was used. The model tests the relationships between the perception of the inhabitants on the
impact of tourism, their availability to support the development of tourism, the necessary restrictions
in the tourism development efforts as well as the support granted in order to achieve this goal.
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The research started with a quantitative method—a questionnaires-based survey applied to the
inhabitants of Petrila [65]. The results show that from a number of 1.773 questionnaires submitted,
a total of 1.404 questionnaires were completed and validated, having among respondents 51.2% females
and 48.8% males all over 18 years old. From the respondents, 46.6% are employed in the public sector,
16.5% in the private sector, 5.3% have their own business, 2.3% are unemployed, 0.8% households,
0.8% retirees and 27.8% students, 77.4% of them have lived in the Petrila area for over 20 years.
This sampling resulted as statistically representative of the population of the town, with a marginal
error of ± 5%.

From the five sections of the questionnaire [64], using Likert scale (from 1 = “Total disagree” to
5 = “Total agree”), the impact of tourism development on the economy, the social and cultural influence
and the impact on the environment were determined, and the impact on the general satisfaction of the
community as well as the attitude of the inhabitants towards additional tourism development in the
Petrila area were estimated. So, the model was developed on nine hypotheses [63], represented by
the relationships between the five latent constructs: the individual benefits obtained from tourism
development (IBTD), the positive effects generated by tourism development (PETD), the negative
effects generated by tourism development (NETD), the general satisfaction of the community as a
result of tourism development (GSC) and the attitude of the inhabitants toward tourism development
(IATD). In each hypothesized relationship an effect can be identified, either positive (+) or negative (−).

Data analysis was performed in two phases, using SPSS 20 and AMOS 18. The reliability analysis
considered: the scales for determining the perception of the locals in relation to the effects generated by
the development of tourism and the scales for determining the general satisfaction of the community
obtained through the development of tourism. The scales demonstrate consistency, the Cronbach alpha
index value exceeding the tolerated minimum level for each analysed item. The standardized model
estimated by AMOS shows that the model is supported with optimal values as follows: x2 = 54.116,
df = 34, p = 0.016 (p < 0.05). The goodness-of-fit index (GFI) is acceptable with values over 0.95 and the
root-mean square error (RMSE) shows a perfect match with values below 0.05 and an acceptable match
with values less than or equal to 0.08. In this case, the obtained indicators have the following values:
CMIN/df = 1592; GFI = 0.988; RMSE = 0.062. In conclusion, all the results of the analysis support the
representativeness of the sample at the population level.

After making the correlations and determining the Spearman coefficients (Table 4) it was observed
that hypotheses 1, 2, 4, 5, 6 and 7 are confirmed with p < 0.01, with a strong association between their
variables, and for hypotheses 3 and 8 the null hypothesis is accepted. Furthermore, for hypothesis 9,
the null hypothesis is accepted because, although it shows a relatively significant degree of association,
with p < 0.01, it has the opposite sign (Table 5).

Table 4. Spearman coefficients.

Hypotheses Relationships between Variables Correlations

H1 IBTD < —– > PETD 0.766 (**)
H2 IBTD < —– > GSC 0.511 (**)
H3 IBTD < —– > NETD −0.086 (***)
H4 IBTD < —– > IATD 0.769 (**)
H5 PETD < —– > IATD 0.866 (**)
H6 PETD < —– > GSC 0.646 (**)
H7 GSC < —– > IATD 0.857 (**)
H8 NETD < —– > GSC 0.031 (***)
H9 NETD < —– > IATD 0.229 (***)

(**) Significant < 0.01 (bilateral). (***) Insignificant.
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Table 5. Results of hypothesis testing in AMOS.

Hypotheses Relationships between Variables Confirmed/Rejected

H1 IBTD (+) PETD Confirmed
H2 IBTD (+) GSC Confirmed
H3 IBTD (-) NETD Rejected (*)
H4 IBTD (-) IATD Rejected (*)
H5 PETD (+) IATD Confirmed
H6 PETD (+) GSC Confirmed
H7 GSC (+) IATD Rejected (*)
H8 NETD (-) GSC Rejected (*)
H9 NETD (+) IATD Rejected (**)

(*) Critical report (CR) < 1.96. (**) Although critical report (CR) > 1.96, it has opposite sign.

It turns out that the possible negative effects that could derive from the development of IHT
are not influential factors in determining the attitude of the inhabitants of the area. In this sense,
all the hypotheses that support the opposite are rejected both after the Spearman correlations and
within the structural model. The potential positive effects to be registered following the development
of IHT have a major influence in determining a positive attitude among the locals, there being a
strong association between the perspective of obtaining benefits at individual level and the perception
regarding the positive effects generated by the development of the tourism as well as between the
perception regarding the positive effects generated by the development of the tourism and the attitude
of the locals in relation to the development of the tourism.

The results provide the right framework for extending the analysis in terms of IHT in the area,
by transforming the former Petrila Mine perimeter into a theme park. Visitors will have the opportunity
to find out the work that the miners carried out in the past. At the same time, it can be presented, from a
historical point of view, what mining meant for the inhabitants of the area, the technological, economic,
cultural, demographic and social impact that the activity had on the population and what the activity
ceasing meant, but also results of present activities carried out by the inhabitants for maintaining
their traditions.

In conclusion, in summary, the results are:

• there is availability to support measures for the development of tourism activities in the area,
the attitude of the inhabitants towards the development of tourism being a positive one, most of
the answers, 78%, being placed in the “agree” area;

• the idea of integrating the theme park in a tourist circuit generated positive feedback, the greatest
openness to the idea being registered at the level of age ranges 28–37 years with 91% and
48–57 years with 89%, their answers being placed in the “total agree” area;

• regarding the positive effects to be generated by the development of tourism activities in the area,
most of the respondents are of the opinion that they will not be late to appear, and place the
answers in the area “total agree”—“agree” (82% regarding positive economic effects, 75% regarding
positive social effects and 71% regarding positive environmental protection effects);

• the negative effects are not expected to appear according to the opinion of the majority of
the surveyed population who place the most responses in the “disagree” area (82% regarding
negative economic effects and 78% regarding negative social effects and 77% regarding negative
environmental protection effects);

• regarding the positive feedback on the development of a theme park in the former Petrila Mine
perimeter, most of the answers are placed in the “total agree” area; the respondents who are the
most open-minded about this idea are in the 28–37 years age range with 83% and 48–57 years
with 89%;

• the destinations of the buildings from the heritage list (in accordance with the technical solutions
of consolidation and restoration) based on the preferences of the locals are presented in Table 6.
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Table 6. Buildings and destinations.

Building Destination Symbol Preferences
Positive Effects

Economic Social Environment
Protection

Dispensary (Medical Office)

Exhibition/presentation
space D1 423 (31%) 4.13 4.02 3.89

Cafeteria D2 567 (40%) 4.21 4.10 4

Store D3 414 (29%) 4.13 3.91 3.93

Main building (Current
administrative building)

Entertainment space D4 261 (19%) 4.28 4.24 3.97

Store D3 360 (26%) 4.13 4 4.03

Restaurant D5 306 (22%) 4.21 3.94 3.97

Cinema D6 288 (20%) 4.13 4.06 3.84

Museum D7 189 (13%) 4.10 3.90 4

Building near the school mine
Conference room D8 729 (52%) 4.10 4.04 3.91

Education space D9 675 (48%) 4.24 4.04 4

The school mine
Mine museum D10 954 (68%) 4.14 4.03 4

Education space D9 450 (32%) 4.20 4.04 3.88

Mechanical workshop

Mechanical workshop
museum D11 585 (42%) 4.08 4.06 3.88

Education space D9 828 (58%) 4.23 4.01 4.03

Shaft with skip Shaft with Skip museum D12 1404 (100%) 4.18 4.07 3.96

Centre shaft with tower

Centre Shaft museum D13 513 (36%) 4.18 4.02 4.02

Centre Shaft museum +
restaurant D14 522 (38%) 4.10 4 3.64

Centre Shaft museum +
education space D15 369 (26%) 4.20 4.15 4.12

As an example, for the Dispensary building, the choice of destination and the potential effects
are presented, after processing the collected data in Figure 12. As can be noticed, of the three
options offered, the first option of the respondents is the Cafeteria cumulating 40% of the answers.
This choice is also characterized by good averages regarding the positive effects it will attract, as follows:
economic effects—4.21, social effects—4.10 and environmental protection effects—4.
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4.2. Petrila’s Industrial Heritage Case Study

The algorithm applied from Petrila’s industrial heritage valorization started from the existing
buildings identified as presented in Figure 13. From these buildings, n = 7 buildings (B1–B7) were
chosen to be part of the theme park.
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The choice of possible destinations for the seven buildings considering the specifics of the area
and of the site were determined. There are m = 15 possible destinations (Figure 14).
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This first study also generated the correspondences between the seven buildings and the possible
destinations (Figure 15) resulting in the CD matrix of the form:

CD =



1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1


(11)

A number of 5 criteria were identified according to which to choose the optimal destination
for each building. These criteria and the evaluations based on them were established by the two
preliminary studies. Thus, there are two technical-economic criteria: consolidation and rehabilitation
expenses and execution duration; and three criteria resulting from the sociological study, namely,
economic, social and environmental protection positive effects. The resulted matrix UG is:
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UG =



1 1 697.47 25 4.13 4.02 3.89 0
1 2 768.90 35 4.21 4.10 4.00 0
1 3 673.66 17 4.13 3.91 3.93 0
2 3 857.22 38 4.13 4.00 4.03 0
2 4 727.22 58 4.28 4.24 3.97 0
2 5 909.22 35 4.21 3.94 3.97 0
2 6 897.22 33 4.13 4.06 3.84 0
2 7 575.00 36 4.10 3.90 4.00 0
3 8 298.81 23 4.10 4.04 3.91 0
3 9 315.48 23 4.24 4.04 4.00 0
4 9 97.78 7 4.20 4.04 3.88 0
4 10 93.33 7 4.14 4.03 4.00 0
5 9 148.21 23 4.23 4.01 4.03 0
5 11 133.93 20 4.08 4.06 3.88 0
6 12 2929.94 105 4.18 4.07 3.96 0
7 13 4012.75 120 4.18 4.02 4.02 0
7 14 4522.32 135 4.10 4.00 3.64 0
7 15 4713.39 140 4.20 4.15 4.12 0



(12)
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The 5 criteria identified from the point of view of the contribution in the optimal choice are as
follows: the technical-economic criteria are minimum type criteria, and the other three are maximum
type criteria. For these criteria, the importance coefficients for calculating the acquired utility were
established in vector Coef. Thus, the two vectors are:

Coe f =
[

0.133 0.067 0.333 0.267 0.200
]

(13)

Crit =
[

0 0 1 1 1
]

(14)
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After the first loop of the algorithm, the CD_UG matrix results, based on which the first form of
candidate solution P was determined, as presented in Figure 13. This candidate solution has to be
validated as optimal solution.

CDUG=



0.29 0.8 0.27 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0.4 0.8 0.43 0.25 0.36 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.46 0.86 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.66 0.4 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.53 0 0.46 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.66 0.05 0.8


(15)

P =



1 2 0.8
2 4 0.8
3 9 0.86
4 9 0.66
5 9 0.53
6 12 1
7 15 0.8


(16)

The above candidate solution is represented in Figure 16a as building-destination correspondences,
emphasizing in colour red on each line the destination selected by the algorithm in the first loop.
The same results are presented in Figure 16b as a map with buildings and destination icons.
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The results from running the first loop of the algorithm are presented in Figure 17.
As can be seen in the matrix P, we have destination 9 chosen for three buildings (buildings 3, 4 and

5), which means that we will have a new running loop after choosing destination 9 for the building 3,
which brings the highest acquired utility.

As long as there is such a situation, the algorithm continues with a new loop until the optimal
solution that satisfies the imposed constraint of uniqueness of destination choice is obtained. The new
CD_UG matrix is:
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CD_UG=



0.29 0.8 0.27 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0.4 0.8 0.43 0.25 0.36 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.66 0.05 0.8


(17)
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The new candidate solution P is:

P =



1 2 0.8
2 4 0.8
3 9 1
4 10 1
5 11 1
6 12 1
7 15 0.8


(18)

As can be seen, the above candidate solution has no recurring destinations, which means that it is
the final optimal solution, presented in Figure 18a as table and Figure 18b as map.
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The algorithm proved useful in the optimal selection of destinations and is a support tool in the
further development of IHT for the studied area being supported by development scenarios mentioned
in alternative strategies by stimulating entrepreneurship and innovation, development of the food
industry, development of family micro farms, agritourism (traditional cuisine).

5. Results

Considering the massive restructuration of the mining activity, and implicitly of the personnel
from the mining utilities, the implementation of methods and know-how means finding advanced
solutions in order to use the available spaces—disaffected civil and industrial constructions through
mining perimeters that were closed, in order to develop alternative activities by using the local or
regional material base, for a social and economic recovery of disadvantaged area by using human
resource by professional and social reorientation, must be considered.

The objectives of such a project involve adopting an interdisciplinary methodology; practically,
different fields interfere here, such as geology, engineering sciences, urbanism, social sciences,
applied informatics and management. As its base, there are a series of aspects referring to: a transversal
analyse of elements of such a project, mainly geological context, knowing the environment, the demography
and social economic state, the synthesis of weak and strong points; an evaluation of acceptability level,
first based on quantitative social investigations, but also based on economical and even legal analysis;
knowing the interactions between possible usage of a placement, as decisive element of orchestrating an
approximate use and analysis of the potential of each existing objective (in this case, of buildings from the
Petrila mining perimeter that were already included in the list of industrial patrimony) [66].

The paper presents the results of an inter and multidisciplinary research with applicability in a
field considered topical and with great development potential, namely Industrial Heritage Tourism.
The research gathers expertise from engineering and economic fields for the technical economic study;
sociology for the study of the attitude of the inhabitants; applied informatics for the construction of
the algorithm using Greedy, and management as the link between the fields that “intervenes” in the
design of the algorithm by integrating the multicriteria analysis. This approach offers perspective to
the research through the implementation of CBT. The paper has a proven practical applicability on
the particular case of the Petrila area from Jiu Valley, Romania. Thus, the presented algorithm is an
approach of valorization of the existing potential of IHT taking into account technical, economic and
social aspects specific to the studied area.

Specifically, the results of the application of the algorithm are useful in the context of the need to
revitalize the Petrila area. Thus, the theme park will be proposed based on the identified destinations
of the buildings and will be evaluated the best constructive solutions will be evaluated, and then a
business model (CBT Model), for which the premises were identified by this paper, will be constructed.
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6. Discussion

Greedy algorithms are among the simplest algorithms in combinatorial optimization; they are
versatile and very useful in various fields and the Greedy paradigm is often used in the theory and
practice of optimization. This approach has been widely generalized and studied by researchers
in various fields, such as: biology, bioinformatics, optimization of wind turbine positioning,
network routing, planning activities, routing problem, workflow, workstation scheduling.

Given that researchers’ attention has focused on finding an efficient method of resource planning
in project management, ref. [67] adapted the metaheuristic algorithm from [68], taking into account the
specific characteristics of human resources involved in project, for Critical Chain Project Management
(CCPM) with constraints on the human resources involved, as a variant of the Resource-Constrained
Project Scheduling Problem (RCPSP) using Greedy algorithms. Thus, a sub-optimal solution generated by
the Greedy algorithm was proposed, which identifies the current eligible activities, through independent
tasks, trying to find a resource for each task. The resource is sought according to its impact on the
project, in terms of the total time and/or cost of the project.

Ref. [69] proposes an algorithm for allocating employees’ tasks according to their qualification
and competencies in terms of cost efficiency involved, including training costs. The proposed solution
is a modified Greedy algorithm with Meta-RaPS meta-heuristic.

Greedy algorithms are also used in planning tourism activities. When we talk about a tourist
destination, we usually refer to numerous interconnected points of interest (scenic places, activities or
shows) [70], and it is often impossible for tourists to visit all the points of interest during the limited
time dedicated to the tour [71]. Therefore, tourists have to make a selection of points of interest that they
consider most valuable to them [72] and determine the allocation of time during the tour. This issue has
been termed the “problem of tourist travel design” [73]. For managers of tourist attraction locations,
the problem of tourist travel design is a challenge that consists of planning various routes for tourists
interested in visiting more than one points of interest to add value to the entertainment offer, taking into
account a multitude of constraints.

Studies have shown the usefulness of simple or meta-heuristic Greedy algorithms in choosing the
optimal routes in tourist locations with multiple points of interest taking into account one or more
criteria imposed by the tourist (distances, budget, duration, types of points of interest, initial starting
location, etc.).

The present research uses a modified Greedy algorithm with metaheuristics applied in the design
stage of the park with several tourist destinations within the post-industrial site. For this case,
the constraints introduced are related to the opportunity to choose destinations for existing buildings
from a technical and economic (costs and duration), as well as social (local perception), perspective.

This approach of involving an optimal algorithm in the phase of constructing the theme park
on the location of the old Petrila mine in order to ensure the best tourist experience, represents the
originality of the research presented in this paper. The existing literature documents approaches of
using the optimal algorithm only in selecting the tourist routes in existing touristic sites.

For example, in [74,75] studies were conducted aimed at improving the algorithm needed to
solve the problem of tourist travel design and present algorithms based on six tourist preferences,
namely: total tour budget, number of days allocated to the tour, types of points of interest, types of
packages, tour duration and the initial starting location. Tourists could select the starting location
(i.e., hotel area), their budget, number of days, duration of the tour, types of points of interest
(i.e., jungle trekking, island adventure, beaches and waterfall, history and culture, shopping and
recreation). After setting preferences, the improved Greedy algorithm runs to build a complete package
based on the set preferences. Ref. [76] uses the Greedy algorithm to determine the tourist route by
linking 10 tourist attractions in Malang, Indonesia, and then implementing it in a website-based
program. Ref. [77] proposes a Greedy algorithm for determining the ideal route to visit 8 of the 30 sights
on the island of Langkawi, Malaysia, which is based on the distances between the sights included in
the study. They use the Nearest Greedy and Nearest Greedy Insertion methods, as they are considered
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to be the most suitable to look for the best solution, directing them to visit the nearest place on the
route until they have all been visited.

The results published in the literature confirm the validity of the application of the Greedy
algorithm in tourism planning. Previous experience is focused on the stage of optimal planning of the
existing patrimony. The current research in this paper focuses on the optimal design of the tourist site.
Using the Greedy algorithm in both stages, the preparation of the tourist location and its use leads to
the maximization of the tourists’ satisfaction regarding the visit of the location, and to the prosperity of
the locals. The solutions generated by the use of the algorithm are based on rigorous geo-technical,
economic and social studies, included in the considered criteria, and can generate successful projects by
involving key stakeholders, including the inhabitants. Studies so far have recognized the importance
of the inhabitants’ perception, but a further step was necessary that materialized in this paper by
including the perception of economic, social and environmental effects in the algorithm of optimal
selection, in addition to the aspects already known and used in the inception of projects of this type,
namely, costs and duration.

7. Conclusions, Limitations and Further Research Directions

The algorithm was designed to meet a need that emerged after results were obtained from the
preliminary studies. These results, in order to be capitalized on and materialized in projects, needed an
integrative approach. First, technical studies were carried out which showed the possibilities of using
the buildings for tourist purposes. Then, the obtained destinations were subjected to the “judgment”
of the inhabitants. They are considered both as key stakeholders and direct beneficiaries of the rebirth
of the studied area. The algorithm integrates these aspects by proposing an optimal solution in terms
of a flexible number and type of criteria.

The generalization of the applicability of the algorithm allows obtaining the optimal solution
using a different number and types of criteria depending on the specificity of the area to be studied.

As identified limitations, the algorithm captures the perception of the inhabitants at a certain
moment, but this perception can change over time. In order to eliminate this limitation, a longitudinal
study can be carried out on the attitude of the inhabitants, if the moment of starting the investment is
delayed. The algorithm allows the adaptation of the number and type of criteria to the new requirements
or identified perceptions.
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